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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

A Scarf and a Half Early Reader

ISBN: 978-1-84886-177-0
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Granny Mutton gets a bit carried away when she’s knitting
her grandson a scarf. Little Lionel is imagining his present
is going to be a football, which he can share with all his
friends but he is disappointed when he opens it to discover
a very long scarf. However his friends show him how the
scarf can be great fun and soon everyone joins in.

Amanda Brandon & Catalina Echeverri

This Activity Pack is for:
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1. She made a          scarf for Little Lionel’s birthday.

football           rainbow love

2. “You can’t have a         with a scarf,” he said crossly. 

laugh   blanket present

3. He turned the scarf into a          .

cart          sheep-dog swing

4. He             the scarf to his cart... 

skipped   pulled          tied

5.          ! Everyone let go and landed in a higgledy piggledy pile.

BANG  PING SWISH

6. “And I’ve got a Granny and a                  too!”

half  scarf house
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?

Tip: 
If you can’t remember

which word is the right one,
have another read of the

story to see if you can 
spot it!
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1. She gave the scar    to Little Lionel with her love.

f v t

2. Little Lionel was e    cited.

c x k

3. He tried s    ipping with the scarf but he kept falling over.

l t k

4. More friends came to see his ama    ing present.

w z s

5. The scarf stretched and stretched until it was twi    e as long.

c s x

6. Later, the friends sn    ggled down at Granny Mutton’s house.

i u a
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Fill in a Letter
What is the missing letter?

Tip:
If you get stuck, 

sound out the letters and see
which one makes a word.
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Word Search

football

Granny

laugh

pulled

rainbow

ride

Words:
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scarf

swing

tripped
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 wordsearch. 10-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  d
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. rainbow

2. laugh

3. swing

4. tied

5. PING

6. half

Fill in a letter:
1. f

2. x

3. k

4. z

5. c

6. u

Wordsearch:
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